175-12 Murdock Ave, Jamaica
NY 11434

Queens, block 10305, lot: 0120

LPC 19-18923
Legalization of a masonry wall, construction of an in-ground pool, installation of light fixtures, gates, and pavers, reconstruction of a waterfall, and replacing of a gazebo.
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114-07 175th St Jamaica, NY 11434

114-15 175th Pl Jamaica, NY 11434

175-30 Murdock Ave Jamaica, NY 11433
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My Neighbor’s gate
My neighbor’s poll and gate
Brick wall on Murdock and 177th street
1-The wall: 24” feet high and 8 inches wide, 108 feet long at the front, 110 feet long on the side

2- The Piers on driveway and the Walkway: 6 feet high

3-Other piers: 4 feet high

4- A brick facing will be added to the existing concrete portion at the bottom of the wall

5- The piers of the existing wall are 12 feet apart

6- Color of bricks: Burgundy
Previously and Currently Proposed Work
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Previously proposed pathway lighting: 12” tall

Current proposed pathway lighting: less than 1” tall
Summary of proposed changes to wall design

- 6' tall piers at driveway and walkway entrances to remain
- Proposed black metal fence infill between piers
- Proposed brick veneer curb
- Proposed new height of all other piers: 4'
- Proposed new height of wall between piers: 24”
Proposed Work
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NOTE: Drawing is for illustrative purposes only; NOT TO SCALE
Previously and Currently Proposed Work
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Previously proposed gates

Current proposed gates